
IFS and Legacy

Einat Bronstein, MSW, is a certified IFS therapist, supervisor and a Senior
International Lead Trainer for IFSI. She has worked with IFS since the early
days of the model and learned directly from the IFS founder Dr. Richard
Schwartz. Einat graduated from Law School in Tel Aviv University and
earned her Master’s degree in Clinical Social Work at Washington
University. She has over 26 years of clinical experience with individuals,
couples, families, and groups. She is also the co-founder and co-director of
The Israeli Institute for IFS. She taught for 8 years at the School of Social
Work in Tel Aviv. Einat is married, has 4 children and lives in Israel.

To register and receive more information : Ariane Kaeser secretariat@ifs-association-suisse.org

From Thursday March 18th – Sunday March 21st 2021 
Cost : CHF 660,00 

The retreat is open to anybody having completed IFS Level 1
Translated from English into French

Training will be on-line (ZOOM)

Learning how to work with legacy influences is extremely important, since they are present in every person
and in every human system. There are unique legacy influences that we got from our families, and other
legacies that are shared – the result of our shared history, cultural codes, ways of upbringing, systems of
education, ethnicity, religion, gender, race and more.
They can be visible and obvious or hidden and unaware. The IFS perspective is that any part in the system
could be carrying legacy materials that impact its role and its functioning. In the process of unburdening
and healing parts, the legacy burdens receive special attention and require a special unburdening process.

In this workshop we will learn :

• To identify legacy materials and influences in ourselves and in our clients;

• To understand their content and recognize their impact on the person’s internal and external systems;

• How to separate between the ‘heirlooms’ in our legacy, the assets that we would like to keep and pass
on forward, and the painful burdens that we would like to release;

• Understand and practice the special unburdening process of legacy burdens;

• Explore the ways legacy materials get manifested in conflict situations of all layers – within the
individual and the family as well as within conflict groups in our communities and countries;

• We will learn how to use the legacy lens with groups : identifying the legacy influences in the group
dynamics, processing them effectively and helping group members move towards increased awareness
of their inner processes. This work enables group members to let go of the alienating notion of «the
OTHER», which then results in deeper connections between group members, effective conflict
resolution and deep mending of old wounds.

Acknowledging both the pain and the beauty of our heritage brings healing and clarity to our
inner and outer systems.

The learning will include didactic teaching, live demontrations and much opportunity to experience,
practice and build skills.


